The Minerals, Metals & Materials Series
Energy production is inherently a materials problem. Materials innovator Matthew Boulton and his team were as responsible for modern energy production as was the inventor of the steam engine itself, James Watt. Boulton and his team developed the metals and fabrication processes that made Watt’s engine commercially viable for any number of applications, marketing the innovation under the Boulton & Watt company name, revolutionizing energy production and industry in the process.

More than 225 years later, we face new challenges wrought from the combustion of the same fossil fuels that first powered the industrial revolution, especially climate change resulting in large part from carbon dioxide emissions. Commitments by the United States and China—two of the world’s largest CO₂ emitters—to reduce carbon dioxide emissions call for advanced energy systems that cry out for advanced materials. New materials and materials methods to enhance efficiency in the use of traditional fossil fuels, the safety of nuclear, and the affordability and practicality of renewable resources will form the foundation upon which next generation energy production systems will be built. Revolutionizing the way electricity is generated and transportation is driven remains inherently a materials problem. Scientists and engineers in the United States and China are leading today’s materials innovation revolution.

That is why in 2014 US-based The Minerals, Metals & Metals Society (TMS) with its long-standing, international membership dedicated to minerals, metals, and materials and the 92,000-member Chinese Society for Metals (CSM) together launched the Energy Materials Conference. The first conference was held in Xi’an, a fitting locale, the ancient Chinese imperial capital and eastern-most point of the Silk Road where East met West 2200 years ago, a crossroad for the trade of materials and ideas. Energy Materials 2014 featured invited talks by world-leading energy materials experts as well as contributed presentations from the global minerals, metals, and materials community highlighting materials research and industrial innovations for both established and emerging energy systems and technologies.

Energy Materials 2017, the second in the series, draws from the success of that first conference and the worldwide draw of TMS2017, the 146th annual meeting &
exhibit of the world’s foremost gathering of materials scientists and engineers, held in San Diego, California. This proceedings volume includes 40 papers from seven symposia covering energy and environmental issues in materials manufacturing and processing, materials in clean power, materials for coal-based power, materials for energy conversion with an emphasis on solid oxide fuel cells, materials for gas turbines, materials for nuclear energy, and materials for oil and gas.

These proceedings present recent advances in materials manufacturing and processing that incorporate methods and materials that are themselves environmentally sound. These proceedings also include discussions on the advancements in materials technologies to enable clean coal technologies, carbon capture, concentrated solar power, biomass fuels, and hydrogen-based power systems. Also presented are discussions about functional ceramic materials that will play an essential role in the commercialization of advanced fossil fuel conversion systems such as solid oxide fuel cells. Materials innovation within gas turbine technology particularly related to gas-fueled power plants is covered. Discussions about nanostructured and advanced materials revolutionizing oil and gas exploration and production in extreme conditions are presented as are discussions about the materials issues associated with improvements in nuclear energy.

These collected works demonstrates that—given the right materials—all energy sources have the potential to meet the world’s growing demand for next generation, clean, affordable energy.
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